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TGE’s TOP DOWNSM Technology aligns as a strategic partner of Aon’s
Infrastructure Solution Technology Corner
EASTON, MARYLAND, June 21, 2019. Aon and TGE have developed a strategic alliance in the Architectural
Engineering and Construction (AEC) sector for the promotion of Top DownSM technology, a proprietary building
system of TGE Technology. TGE’s Top DownSM technology is a partner in Aon’s Infrastructure Solution Technology
Corner, a multi-faceted approach to raise awareness about leading construction and asset management
technologies that assist their clients to reduce on-site risks through education and insurance programs.
TGE has demonstrated a reduction risk profile that assists with overall benefits to reduce on-site exposure with
reduced schedule durations, the elimination of tower cranes in tall building construction, increased quality control
and workers safety, and decreased overall risk portfolio exposure to client programs.
TGE provides the insurance and construction market with a technology solution that addresses its mitigation risk
and reduction model and identified its positive impact on insurance policies through its implementation. TGE is
pleased to partner with Aon and its team of professionals throughout its global program.
Please visit the Aon’s Technology Corner for more information on Aon Technology Corner Partner Firms

Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and health
solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using proprietary data and analytics to deliver
insights that reduce volatility and improve performance. Aon provides Commercial risk, reinsurance, retirement and health
insurance solutions along with data & analytic services. For more information visit www.aon.com.
TGE Construction, LLC (TGE) is a building group specialized in systems integration focused on a revolutionary building process for
the construction industry. Our vision is to transform design and construction practices for faster delivery, cost effectiveness, and
a more sustainable built environment. The TGE Top DownSM building process brings a new approach to building, with both with
Lean practices and a structural solution to the traditional building model.
The TGE Top DownSM Technology platform and building approach has proven to be a critical competitive edge for forward
thinking developers and design teams looking for distinct and measurable differentiation from their competition. For more
information visit www.tgetopdown.com.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please call Daniel Esparza at (253) 579-3827 or email
desparza@tgetopdown.com.

